**More water testing on campus**

Shelby Dopp  
**Contributing Writer**

Coliform tests on water at the South Hill Vista Apartments, located along Sweet Avenue on the University of Idaho campus, came back clean with no traces of bacteria on Monday.

However, the Department of Environmental Quality is currently running tests for possible iron or copper contamination according to George Dekan, compliance officer and drinking water specialist for DEQ. The results should be in within two to three weeks.

Water was tested last Wednesday by university officials. UI Director of Communications Kathy Barnard said, "A building and systems check was run (on) the water, and test results of the samples came back 100 percent clean." According to a university official who wished to remain anonymous, "the water is clean and always has been clean.

Tests performed earlier did not yield the same results, however. According to an article in the August 24 Moscow-Pullman Daily News, tests performed by Dekan found coliform in the water.

Dekan reportedly found the traces in water samples brought in by Jay Clark, a resident of South Hill Vista Apartments and a UI law student. Clark decided to take samples to Dekan when he became concerned about a 2-year-old son who had been suffering from diarrhea for about two months.

Dekan said there were several possibilities as to why the water tested positive for coliform contamination at first. One possibility was the first sample could have been a mis-sample meaning that it was not pulled by an experienced water technician.

Another possibility could have been that chlorine could have gotten into the sample since the apartments are very close to university chlorine lines, he said. However, he is not exactly sure why the bacteria was present in the sample taken by Clark but not in later samples.

The university did have a contamination problem about three or four years ago according to Dekan. When the chlorine system was installed, the problem was solved. The university pulls about 20 samples out of their system in one month to test for contamination. They are only required to pull 10.

**See TEST PAGE 4**

---

**Wilkins tort claim denied**

Shelby Dopp  
**Contributing Writer**

The University of Idaho has denied a $400,000 tort claim filed by an ex-UI student who fell through a window in Gregory Hall last January, according to Al Campbell, director of Idaho Bureau of Risk Management.

Wilkins filed a tort claim against UI in July claiming the university was apparently negligent in failing to warn him about the dangers associated with climbing up on a three-foot tall heater and pressing his buttocks against the window.

Jason Wilkins was attempting to bare his derriere to a friend outside when he lost his balance and the window gave way. The young man, then 18-years-old, suffered cuts to his hands, wrists, and buttocks.

The fall also crushed Wilkins' immature vertebrae. Fortunately, Wilkins received no lasting neurological damage.

John Suggs, council representing the university, said, "Since the claim has been denied, Wilkins has the right to file a suit against the university, and to my knowledge he has not yet done so."

Wilkins' attorney, Jim Siebe of Siebe Law Offices in Moscow, had no comment.

---

**UI, WSU students in separate car accidents**

Russ Wright  
**News Editor**

A University of Idaho student was killed last Wednesday while returning for the start of the fall semester.

According to the Cache County Sheriff's department, Melinda Maldez, a junior at UI, died of internal injuries on August 24 when the car she was riding in swerved and rolled three times while driving on Interstate 84 close to Burley, Idaho.

The accident occurred at 6:15 a.m. Maldez was flown by helicopter to Bannock Regional Hospital where she was pronounced dead.

In a separate, unrelated incident, five members of a Washington State University sorority were injured in an accident which occurred at 11:11 a.m. last Thursday.

All five were reported to be conscious and in good condition according to a sorority member Sunday morning. The representative would not comment on any other aspects of the collision.

The accident took place at the intersection of highways 195 and 194. According to the Washington State Patrol, the vehicle driven by Rebecca Stbaugh was westbound on 194 and failed to yield to oncoming traffic after stopping at the intersection.

Stbaugh's vehicle hit the passenger door by a vehicle driving southbound on 195.

Injured in the accident were passengers in Stbaugh's vehicle: Melissa Rathbun, Regan Schewey, Elisabeth Thomas and Melissa Crooke. All suffered broken pelvises. Schewey also suffered a broken clavicle.

Stbaugh sustained some bumps and bruises but was otherwise unhurt. The driver and passengers of the other vehicle were treated for minor injuries. All those involved in the accident were reported to be wearing seatbelts except for Crooke.

The Washington State Patrol could not speculate as to why there were so many fractured pelvises resulting from the accident.

Alcohol was not reported to have been involved in the accident.

---
Library tours offered
Tour of the library will be offered from August 23 through September 28 on Tuesdays at 3:30 p.m. and Wednesdays at noon. The tour will start at the main lobby of the library. No sign up is required. Familiarization of the library's computer system is also offered for the same time period. The sessions will start at noon on Tuesdays and at 3:30 on Wednesdays. Call 885-6584 for more information.

Cooperative Ed. orientation
Cooperative Education is holding an orientation today from 12:30 to 1:15 p.m. in the Education Building, room 106. The orientation will cover opportunities for work experience in areas related to an applicant's major. Interested students can call 885-5822.

IHA money available
The Idaho Housing Agency has $800,000 in federal HOME funds available to eligible applicants interested in building or rehabilitating affordable housing in Idaho. An informational workshop will be held tonight in Lewiston. The hearing will last from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. in the Ramada Inn at 621 21st Street. Eligible applicants include nonprofit and forprofit developers, city and local governments or public housing authorities.

Students win scholarships
Four UI students won a combined total of $5,000 in scholarships through the 4-H program. James Craig won a $1,500 award for leadership while Julie Wright won the same amount in the area of food-nutrition. Lisa Schmidt won $1,000 towards a degree in agrisusiness. Patricia Dellart also netted $1,000 in an animal science scholarship. Criteria for these awards are based on knowledge and skills gained, participation in community service and scholastic achievement.

Free concert at East City Park
An interdenominational Christian rock concert will be held at noon on September 10. "The Rock Band," "The Good News Blues Band" and many others will be playing. Call 885-4834 for times.

IHA public hearing tonight
The Idaho Housing Agency will conduct a public hearing in the Ramada Inn at 621 21st Street in Lewiston tonight. The hearing will last from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. The purpose of the hearing is to allow all interested persons an opportunity to comment on community and economic development issues in this area. Comments will be incorporated into the 1995 Consolidated Plan for Idaho written by the Federal Housing and Urban Development program.

Career Services orientation times
The UI Career Services is offering several workshops this week. Orientations are being offered on August 30 at 6:00 p.m., August 31 at 3:30 p.m., September 1 at 11:30 a.m. and September 2 at 2:30 p.m. A workshop on resumes and cover letters is being held on September 1 at 3:30 p.m. Pre-registration is recommended.

International reception Sept. 1
New UI Provost John Yost will welcome international students and scholars to the campus September 1 at 3:00 in the Student Union Silver and Gold Rooms. UI will receive about 60 new international students. All people who are interested are invited to attend or call 885-8984.

Drop seen in unemployment
July saw a seasonally adjusted drop in unemployment for Idaho.

Unemployment dropped from 5.2 percent in June to 4.8 percent in July. It is also a 1.1 percent drop from one year ago. Idaho's unemployment rate continues to be below the national average which was 6.1 percent according to the Idaho Department of Employment statistics.

New Habitat coordinator
Donna Blackwell, a VISTA worker, has started work as a coordinator for Palouse Habitat for Humanity. Habitat is a volunteer organization which "builds homes in partnership with people in need." People interested in volunteering for Habitat for Humanity can call 883-4052 from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

UI wilderness week
President Elisabeth Ziesar has proclaimed September 12-15 as Wilderness Awareness Week on the UI campus. The week will involve colloquia on wilderness issues, writing and photo contests, panel discussions and various presentations. For a brochure, contact John Hendic at 885-6442.

This could be your opportunity to:
• Start something new!
• Join a Fraternity with No Hazing and No Obligation to live in a house!
• Be A Founding Father of ΣΦΕ at the University of Idaho!
• Be a leader and Have fun!

FIND OUT WHY MORE MEN JOIN SIGMA PHI EPSILON EVERY YEAR THAN ANY OTHER FRATERNITY!

Attend an informational meeting on
Wednesday, August 31, 7:30 PM or September 1, 7:30 PM in the Student Union, Appaloosa Room.
For More Information Call Clayton Funk or Dean Evenson at 885-8001

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
NEW FRATERNITY ON CAMPUS!
Sig Ep, the nation’s leading fraternity, is coming to the University of Idaho!

• 273 chapters (#2)
• 15,000 undergraduates on campus (#1)
• Founded in 1901 at Richmond College (University of Richmond)
• Over 160,000 Living Alumni
• Largest and most highly trained professional staff in the fraternity world
• Sig Ep Educational Foundation donates over $300,000 per year toward the development of undergraduate values.

UI developing bacterium
Dr. Wesley Chun, plant pathologist for UI, is working on a promising project involving a bacterium which shows a potential in being used as an antibacterial and anti-fungal agent. Using biological agents to control bacteria and fungus that attack plants are becoming increasingly attractive to researchers considering recent attempts to more closely regulate the use of chemical pesticides.

Fundraiser booths open
The UI Wilderness Research Center will be offering an opportunity for organizations of all types to use funds. The Center will be having a Food & Information Fair on September 12 and 13 from 10 am. to 4 p.m. on the Administration Building lawn. To reserve a space, call either Greg Golberg at 862-7859, Denise Ortiz at 885-6673 or Riva Morgan at 885-6441.
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New direct loans simpler

Russ Wright
News Editor

Dan Davenport, Director of Student Financial Aid Services, is happy to have had the University of Idaho selected as one of 104 universities chosen by the federal government to try out the new federal direct student loan program.

"The new system is great," says Davenport. "A lot better than the old system." He also noted that both Idaho State University and Boise State University are preparing to follow the path that UI's financial aid office has been blazing for the last six months. Idaho's two other universities will begin using the new program next spring.

UI qualified to pioneer the new system because the financial aid office was already using the software the federal government wanted to use with its new program. UI was also chosen because the office was felt to be one of the most efficient aid offices out of the several thousand universities that applied.

Past students have had to follow a multiple-step process in obtaining a loan, what is known as a Stafford Loan. Generally, this involved getting approval through the financial aid office, picking up an application from a lender or bank of their choice and then filling out and turning in the application to the financial aid office.

From these, the application is turned over to the lender after financial aid has run it through their administrative system. Financial aid generally takes about one to one and half weeks to process the application.

After that, the lender can take anywhere from one to several weeks to get a check back to the financial aid office for distribution to the students. The new system is easier for both the student and the financial aid office. The private institutions have been eliminated from the lending loop. What happens now has reduced paperwork, labor costs and general inconvenience for everyone involved.

With the new system, the student simply applies for Stafford Loans and is sent an award letter. If the loan is accepted, the financial aid office sends the student a promissory note detailing the conditions and costs of the loan agreement.

Other benefits come with the new lending system as well. Students are now charged considerably less in loan fees than in the past.

With private lenders in the process, students could expect to be charged seven and a half to eight percent of the loan for "loan fees."

The federal government charges just four percent for loan fees, and most of the money generated from this goes to pay the interest on the loans while the student is in school.

Students no longer have to wait for unspecified periods of time to get the problems in the loan process. Disbursement of loan money now takes place once a week right at the financial aid office. Waiting for the financial aid office to forward the loan application to the bank and then waiting for the bank to send the check back has been completely eliminated.

Loan promissory notes can be obtained in a matter of days if the student comes into the financial aid office.

Frosh get early warning

Jennifer L. Moore
Contributing Writer

This fall all freshmen on campus will participate in a program called the Freshman Early Warning System.

Actually, all the freshmen for the past eight years have been part of the program, though many might not have known it.

Each year, in the semester, all core class instructors send a report on their freshmen students' progress to the department of each student's major via the registrar's office.

This semester the due date for reports is September 28. At that time the academic advisors contact each student who is receiving a D or below in two or more classes.

The advisors then set up counseling sessions with the students to discuss the problem and help find solutions.

Generally, the advisor refers students to services such as the Tutoring and Academic Assistance Center (TAAC), Student Counseling Center, Student Support Services or Student Financial Aid.

Vice Provost Dr. George Simmons started the program in 1986. At that time mid-term grades were the only indication of the student's progress. But by mid-term it's generally too late for a student to significantly improve their grades.

"The first few weeks are the most critical," Simmons said. The Freshman Early Warning System is designed to identify students who are having problems and help them early in the semester.

"We call it intensive advising," Simmons said. "Most students will deny there is a problem. With the report in front of them the advisors are able to confront the reality of the student's performance."

Although there is no way to accurately measure the effectiveness of the program, there have been some improvements in freshman retention since it began.

In 1985, the freshman retention rate was 70 percent. In 1993 it had increased to 77 percent. The overall freshman grade point average (GPA) has also gone up — from 2.18 in 1985 to 2.48 in 1990.

Since the program is divided between the instructors and the various departments, the little extra time it takes has not necessarily meant an extra cost to the students. "It's just part of our responsibilities," says Simmons.

The system also helps counselors readily identify those students who may need a little extra help.

Instructional Assistant Krudsen said he tries to meet with his "high risk" students and may also refer them to services such as the TAAC. The program is "well worth the extra time," he said.

Even with a class of 400 students, geography instructor Mickey Cottle believes the extra time it takes to fill out the reports is well spent. He said he tries to schedule the first exam before the reports are due so that he has a better idea of how his students are doing.

Graduate students gain ground

Joey Wellman
Contributing Writer

The Graduate Student Association of the University of Idaho was established about forty years ago by Dr. Harry Coates. Lord knows for the idea came from a similar organization at Oregon State University. As of today, there are approximately 1400 part-time and 850 full-time students in the GSA.

The UI GSA is a representative organization made up of graduate students with the purpose of addressing problems and concerns of students and promoting education and academic research of graduate students," stated GSA Secretary Mitza Baig.

According to Baig, "The GSA is an academically-minded organization which aids students and their academic programs. I would also like to think that the Association is made up of an academically-oriented group rather than a political one."

Throughout the year the GSA sponsors and publicizes itself.

They have their biggest event in April when they host the annual Research Exhibition. The exhibition displays graduate students' research.

According to Baig, the GSA has been responsible for seeing an increase in salary compensation and medical insurance for teaching assistants and research assistants.

The GSA also created the Administration Liaison's Committee to enhance communication between graduate students and the administration.

Future plans call for "establishing an award for outstanding faculty and obtaining more benefits for TA's and research assistants," Baig reported.

The GSA uses a monthly newsletter and e-mail to update and inform its members and the University of its activities. They also maintain a web page — iuidaho.gsa — which is devoted to discussions of graduate student issues.

The GSA wants to accomplish more this year. To get involved, visit one of the two GSA offices. One office is located in the North Campus Center. Another office is currently under construction in the Student Union Building. The GSA meets monthly. The next meeting is scheduled to take place September 12 at 5:00 p.m. in the DUB Gold Room.

Furnish WEST

HOME OF THE BIG RED ROCKER
1114 PULLMAN RD. MOSCOW, IDAHO 83843-0331

Futons • Waterbeds and Supplies
Simmons Mattresses • Unfinished
Flooring • Oak Furniture • Glider
Rockers • Computer Furniture • Oak Desks
Bookcases • Solid Oak Dining Furniture

MINI PIZZAS FOR ONLY $9.99
ALL U CAN EAT FOOD BAR $3.79
MON. – SAT. 11AM-4PM
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA:
WEDNESDAYS 5PM - 9PM
SUNDAYS 11AM - 9PM
CALL FOR DAILY DELIVERY SPECIALS!
Phil Glass & Delta win awards

The Win, Inc. Chapter of the Interna
tional Phi Gamma Delta held a 50th
anniversary event in Kansas City this
weekend.

The evening event consisted of a con
cert and a reception at the chapter's
house.

The students were also treated to a
banquet featuring a keynote address by
a distinguished member of the chapter.

The event was attended by hundreds
of alumni and current members of the
Phi Gamma Delta fraternity.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

The University of Idaho Argonaut is now
accepting applications for all writing positions.
Applications can be picked up at the Argonaut, Third Floor of the Student Union.
Be sure to include three writing samples.

THE UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO
Argonaut
The Students' Voice

SHUCK'S
AUTO SUPPLY
TRI-STAR PARTS SYSTEM

Welcome Back Students!

Mention this ad and receive
10% off your purchases during the entire month of September.

TURKEY TUESDAY
2 Foot Long Turkey Subs

$6.39

Plus Tax

307 W. 3rd
Moscow
883-2941
We Deliver
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Students & Faculty

interested in Historic Preservation
PREMIER VIDEO SHOWING

Wednesday, August 31st

Stadium Media Center, 9th floor room

Computer visualization and animation artist created a
video to help the public understand the significance
of the historic buildings and structures that are
located on the campus.
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Kibbie weight room sporting new look

$70,000 equipment investment big recruiting tool, better working environment

Chris Miller
Editor in Chief

There used to be a dark and dreary dungeon on campus where masochistic students hid and tortured themselves with archaic equipment. Now they can punish themselves with modern equipment.

Over the summer, it took $70,000 and a ton or two of labor to remodel the Kibbie Dome weight room. A new green rubber floor, paint, service desk, weight machines and, most importantly, environment now make up what used to be a black hole where the weight machines made more noise than a jackhammer on campus.

Bob Beals, Kibbie Dome manager, said the new equipment wasn’t the most important element of the weight room.

“The enthusiasm, that’s what is going to attract them (weightlifters),” he said.

The weight room has seen only a slight increase in use, but Beals expects use to jump soon. “In another week we’ll see for sure—now that the population is back,” he said.

As a service change, the service desk is no longer set up on a higher level than the rest of the floor. Instead of looking up into the forbidding eyes of the weight room attendant and asking how to use an indecipherable machine, attendants will offer help.

Also, all users will receive a towel to wipe their sweat off the equipment after use. "In reality," Beals said, “they’ll wipe down the machine before they sit down.”

Now, Beals said, the weight room will become a recruiting tool when it comes to seducing high school seniors into playing ball for UI. "Some new recruits have better-equipped weight rooms in their high schools than we had here," Beals said.

Beals also pointed out that ideally for a school of Idaho’s size, the weight room should be three to four times as large. In addition to the new machines and free weights, the Kibbie Dome purchased six electronic exercise bikes that have the capability to connect to each other and allow the users to race.

One irony of Kibbie purchases lies with six new Stairmaster machines that will arrive within two weeks.

With more stairs in the Dome than in the entire city of Moscow, one might ask, "Why buy fake stairs when we already have thousands?"

According to Beals, the answer is two-fold. Many students would rather use a stationary climber they can time and program—technological appeal, Beals said—and the other reason is the stairs are not all at a consistent height.

Some runners, particularly

Now you can create your own cards with CreateCard from American Greetings.

Conveniently located inside the University of Idaho Bookstore, CreateCard is easy to use and is the perfect way to say what you want to say.

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO BOOKSTORE
Moscow police trying proactive tactics

Department interested in setting up community watches

Russ Wright
News Editor

Lieutenant Jake Kershisnik wants people to know that city police are making an effort to try new procedures in an attempt to make our community safer.

Students and faculty who remained in Moscow for the summer may have been witness to one new program involving police patrols on mountain bikes.

Moscow police are very interested in "trying to develop regular interaction with various groups in the community," says Kershisnik. The police department is already taking big steps toward a more proactive policy.

It is all part of the Moscow police department's plans in becoming a more progressive law enforcement agency. Kershisnik says the department wants more "proactive interaction" with the community.

Kershisnik also wants students to know that he is very interested in making them feel welcome in the community as well.

Most crimes affecting UI students—about 90 percent—involve alcohol in some shape or form. Police are dealing with alcohol issues which crop up throughout the school year. He feels that both

the administration and the Greek communities have been putting forth a good effort in seeking to find ways to deal with alcohol problems.

"Clearly the social environment, in regards to the issues of alcohol, has been in a state of change," says Kershisnik. "We're starting this school year with the student and university leadership much more aware of the issues dealing with alcohol."

The department is also pursuing other avenues in community relations. Instead of having police talk to citizens only when something has happened and police are needed, the bike patrol makes an active effort to establish and encourage a more informal interaction with the people they are serving.

Moscow police want to avoid talking to citizens only in "reactive situations," such as accidents, robberies or traffic citations where police are interacting with people on a more formal basis.

According to Kershisnik, the bike patrol is most effective on campus, given the density of the population and its actual physical size compared with the rest of Moscow.

The police department is also interested in developing a model for community policing and is also looking into the possibility of training citizens to develop and man watches in their own neighborhoods.

Kershisnik regularly attends ASUI meetings. He believes that by doing this, the police can deal with issues before they become problems.

The police department also has a community affairs program which runs out of the campus police station. The community affairs division can arrange for officers to give talks about personal safety and crime prevention. Anyone interested in setting up a presentation can call 885-7074.

Kershisnik is also looking at making the campus a safer place by installing easily accessible telephones in strategic areas around UI.

Right now there is a phone at the campus police station which, if picked up, connects the user directly to the police dispatcher.

He is open to suggestions for new locations and encourages the community to come forward with any ideas. Of course, any phone installations that take place must be carefully considered and the cost balanced with the need according to Kershisnik.

The police are also assisting the Vandal Card Office with the new security access system. One is already in place in Theophilus Tower and another may be planned for the Wallace Complex.

Kershisnik is impressed by the security system. "It provides a lot of security for the tower," he says.

Police advise bike registration

Russ Wright
News Editor

The Moscow police department says one of the most common crime problems in Moscow is bike thefts. Students are not only encouraged to register their bikes, the police want them to know there is also a city ordinance requiring all bikes in Moscow to be registered.

Students who were not able to pick up bike registration forms at the booth the department had set up at LollaPalooza can go to the campus police substation to do so.

Lieutenant Jake Kershisnik says there are many advantages to having a bike registered with the police and that registration is now free. In the past, a fee was charged to register a bike.

In registering a bike, police record the specifics which help with recovery if a bike is ever stolen.

The serial number, color and model are recorded so that even if the registration tag is removed, police can search a database and locate the owner by means of the serial number or model of the bike.

If preventive steps are taken with bikes, such as making sure it is locked up with a high-quality locking device, Kershisnik says bike thefts would decrease markedly.

As it stands now, most people do not take the necessary steps to insure they do not become victims of bike thieves. He also says bike thefts are on the rise due mostly to the fact that people are buying bikes which are worth hundreds or even thousands of dollars.
Big Back-To-School TENT SALE

Mattress Sets
Twin $93 #94249-34061
Full $120 #94249-44061
Queen $146 #94249-54061
King $197 #94249-54061

Electronics
Sanyo 4-Head VCR $89.94
486-SX Comp. & Printer $997.00
13" Emerson Color TV $159.00
Emerson 2-Head VCR $159.97

Entertainment Center $59.95 #15639
3-Piece Computer Center $99.95 #1740148
5-Piece Metal Dining Set $99.95 #52484-10420

Assorted Houseplants
Range from $4.95 to $12.95

Miscellaneous
Standard Bed Pillow $1.25
Footlocker $24.95
2-Door File Cabinet $18.95

Miscellaneous Furniture $19.98 Each
Student Desk #210-060
4-Shelf Bookcase #210-111
Telephone Stand #210-010
Open Utility Cart #305-030
TV/VCR Cart #210-011

Carpet Remnants
6x9 Apollo $39.95
6X9 High Tech $29.95
4x6 $14.95
3x5 $7.95 & $8.95

Moscow-Pullman Highway
WAL*MART
Freshmen get assistance

Seniors volunteer to advise students

Russ Wright
Senior Editor

First-year freshmen entering the College of Education have a leg up on the beginning of their education here at UI. The new students met with student volunteers at the arboretum on Sunday. These volunteers will be serving as mentors/advisers for the freshman's first year in college. Studies have shown that students typically tend to drop out after the first semester or first year of college.

The College of Education hopes to trim their freshmen dropout rates by providing experienced students to help guide the freshmen through a year that is typically described as "nough."

The volunteers are UI seniors who are all majoring in either elementary or secondary education. All of these have taken a one credit class which taught them some skills about advising.

Special attention was paid to learning the confusing class and program requirements students have to follow in order to graduate. Other classes for the volunteers focused on the extensive support structure which serves as a safety net for all students at UI. Several other colleges within UI have used the College of Education's program as a model for starting their own mentor programs. Students of faculty interested in learning more about the program are encouraged to contact the College of Education.

CARRYOUT SPECIAL
Large One Item Pizza & 2 Pops
(Carryout Only)
$5.99

The Pizza Pipeline
882-8808
519 S Main • Moscow

Begin search for career before graduation

Patricia Catraro
Contributing Writer

New students should start thinking about their future right from the start of their freshman year. This not only applies to choosing appropriate classes for the student major, but also to acquiring experience vital for the job market. Career Services is dedicated to counseling and helping students in their job search. Some of the aspects covered include writing resumes, preparing students on how to act in interviews and suggesting places to look for a job.

In the past few years, there has been a great increase of students looking for internships. These offer an opportunity for students who want to work part-time during the school year or full-time during the summer.

New students should take into consideration internships as a first step in building a career. "They get the experience they want as well as the nice balance with the academic training and education they get here in the UI," said Dennis Kreutzer, UI Career Services' advisor.

Secondly, Career Services mediates between companies and UI students. Companies such as Boeing, Toys R Us and Chevron come in person to campus and let Career Services know what kinds of jobs they have available.

All of the puts together a list of students interested and sends it back to each company. "We also like to prepare students for the interviews with each company's recruiters. This part of the process is decisive," Mr. Kreutzer said. He pointed out all majors are in demand because the spectrum of positions is wide.

Know what the academic year, Career Services offers workshops with valuable information.

"We are trying to increase the number of workshops in the basic areas of resume preparation, interview preparation, and job search techniques," Kreutzer said. "This is what students are demanding."

Workshops are for students and are signed up for the one they want to attend. It is advised to sign up days before in order to secure a place in it, though some might be offered on several occasions.

During the summer, Career Services puts together all the information received from companies and forms a schedule with the year's workshops and sessions. Students always have the opportunity to do their own tagging in the job market by going to the Career Services Library, Folders, guides and hand outs from different companies, institutions and organizations are all readily available.

Four years ahead may seem a long time in the life of a student one's future, but for some even two years is not enough.

"Students with the luxury of a couple of years until graduation should start planning for that first job and some experience now," said Lisa J. Moore, reporter for U.S. News & World Report.

Career Services is located in Brink Hall, G-11.

PARIS VISION CENTER
Dr. George Paris, Optometrist
1205 E. 6th • Moscow • (208) 882-3434

Restrictions may apply - Call for details - Offer expires 10/31/94
**Bookstore struggles with pressure, too**

Michelle Kalbelters
Contributing Writer

Every August the UI Bookstore prepares itself for an overwhelming crush of students rushing to buy books for classes. The UI Bookstore has been rearranged to help the flow of students move easier. The books are no longer alphabetized by the college; instead they are alphabetized by academic departments.

Even with the reorganization of the store, when thousands of students roam the aisles looking for their assigned textbooks, tempers are bound to flare. When one of these textbooks shows up missing on the shelves, frustration can be easily misdirected at bookstore employees.

Peg Godwin, manager of UI Bookstore, says, “Time is critical. Our goal is to have all of the books on the shelves when classes start.”

This tall order depends on how early requests get turned in for textbooks. If professors don’t get orders to the bookstore until mid-August, having the texts ready for the fall semester rush is extremely difficult. Tardy professors mean the books don’t arrive on time when students return to school August 26th. In fact, some of the books must be rushed in by second-day air service.

Larry Martin, assistant manager, says, “Time is very compressed. Twice a year I do the majority of our total business. If the book isn’t here we lose 10% of our potential sales.”

The UI Bookstore offers a five percent discount on all used textbooks when purchased using a Vandal Debit account. Used books sell for around 25 percent less than the new textbooks. The discount, however, does not apply to new books.

Larry Martin and Peg Godwin both agree that including used textbooks in the inventory is advantageous both to students and to the bookstore. Used textbooks afford the students more flexibility and provide the bookstore with income that would not have otherwise been generated. The bookstore makes a net profit of just under four percent on new textbooks.

The majority of the money made on new textbooks goes to the publisher to cover paper, printing, and editorial costs—these add up to about 37.3 cents on every dollar. After paying for marketing costs, freight expense, personnel costs and store operations, the average college store income is about 3.9 cents per dollar.

“Essentially we make money on sweatshirts and other emblematic items,” Larry Martin said.

---

**MARKETPLACE TOTE BAGS FREE FOR YOU!**

When You Purchase Any Three Carlton Cards While Supplies Last!

![MarketPlace Tote Bag Image]
The enthusiasm, that’s what is going to attract them (weight lifters).

—Bob Beals
Kibbie Dome Manager

The 12 exercise bikes and Stairmasters add up to approximately another $25,000 in equipment purchases, Beals said.

The old equipment went to UI Surplus, where Jerry Andres, a school warehouseman for Central Services, has sold some to various school districts that are sorely in need of equipment. UI Surplus sells old UI departmental equipment on consignment and returns the profit to the department.

Andres said much of the equipment is still for sale, including an assortment of large machines and free weights. Usually in cases like this, Andres will offer the equipment first to other schools, then to anyone who drops in at Central Services and asks.

Andres is holding a scheduled sale of all university surplus equipment September 10-11. Included is everything from computers to a school bus full of camping equipment.

Kibbie weight room open recreation hours are 6 to 8 a.m., 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and 6 to 9 p.m. Monday-Saturday.
UI now a baby sitting service

A scenario: a 27-year-old student, married and currently attending UI as a senior. He has two strikes against him: he's getting financial aid from the federal government, and he lives in campus family housing. Has he done anything wrong?

No. Broken any university rules or regulations? No. But the federal government has apparently felt the urge to control how and when he spends his financial aid money.

-The reasons behind the government's new policy sound good. Their hard, little bureaucratic hearts might even be in the right place. That way, they're trying to prevent from happening is something skin to this: a student gets his or her financial aid check and suddenly feels the urge to buy a great stereo system. The stereo system wipes out the entire check. Now the student has no money to pay or rent. Or buy food. Or buy books. Yes—this does occasionally take place. But how often?

This is what is happening: any students receiving the UI grant for financial aid and living in university-contracted housing have had whatever rent they might owe the university through September automatically deducted from their financial aid.

With little consent.

The first question students might ask is, "Why is the federal government doing this?" An intelligent person cannot possibly fathom the reasons. Bro. Big Brother has struck again. It seems as though there is no stopping the federal government from invading its citizens' privacy over and over, again and again.

The 27-year-old student—well ahead of the game—has already figured out his financial strategies for the semester in advance of getting the check. He knows how much he's getting, where it's going to go, how he's going to spend it. When he receives his financial aid check, he suddenly discovers the deductions have been made for him. Without his knowledge. The point is this: every student attending this university (with very few exceptions) is legally an adult. Right? Then why are we being treated like children? Why has the federal government decided to start making decisions for us with our money? Yes—it is money on "loan." However, the money came from the taxpayer in the first place. If a student wants to go out and buy a new stereo system with his entire financial aid check, so what? The student is the one who will have to go without transportation or other ways to scavenge up rent, or panhandle for books—but is, in the end, ultimately responsible for paying the money back. And, hopefully, a lesson is learned from being irresponsible in the process.

Blanketing all students with the label of "irresponsible" is, in itself, somewhat irresponsible. The entire point of going to school is to learn, right? How are students going to learn anything if they're baby-sat? The irony, the irony.

-R.W.

---

Pay the Earth for parking

When I moved off campus, I thought I had it made. Having lived off campus before, I thought I knew what I had to face in terms of expenses, problems and any situation that might arise. For the most part, there were no surprises. However, there was one little problem I didn't consider: Parking.

I find it truly phenomenal that there is almost nowhere to park where I live or here at UI. Until I can get my bicycle fixed, I depend on mine or my girlfriend's car to get here. All the useful loose gold; my permit is blue. They are supposed to sell a limited number, but apparently this is not the case.

And, of course, Parking Services and theiroving patrol seems to be one of the few University services that works full-time year-round to keep efficiency. If we wanted to really change things, we'd fire every University and let Parking Services take over. They'd have this place running smoothly in no time. Probably a profit, too. What do we do, as concerned citizens, to change this problem for students? I have an idea. Let's pave the earth.

Not the whole thing, of course. Not our good project, we'll start small and work our way up. Let's get rid of certain useless things and turn them into parking lots.

Taxes? Get rid of them. Grass? Pay it over; why anyone would want to grow a crop that is essentially useless for anything but glistening asphalt fields?

So, go ahead and take action. Join a protest. Buy a green field and plow it up. Start a petition to turn Champaign into the biggest green lawn in the Dome. To hell with the Forestry College; we can fill a nice silver lot there. For those of you who have some grudge against Greek Row, now's your chance to let everyone see for yourself.

Anyway not? The parking problem has been around for a while, and no serious solution has been proposed. Time to take the initiative. Come on; let's strike for the environmental degradation today. It's an American tradition, after all. Considering our long rich history filled with names like Love Island and Exxon Valdez, it would almost be going against the national grain to not pave over everything.

If we're lucky, Earth First! will come down and chain themselves to the roadlaying machines. There would be publicity and speeches, and we can get hefty fines from asphalt companies and road crews for fighting the right to pave the asphalt jungle home to us. Parking Services could cut the seriously bleeding youth budget. And we'd all be happy, with more money in our pockets and plenty of parking.

No more grass to mow, either.

-B.N.

---

Annual Moscow metamorphosis certainly not butterfly

A friend of mine overheard an interesting statement in a local movie house this weekend, "I bet all the Moscow residents are glistening students. Students are back. It's like a big city now." I'm not sure how to respond to such a statement. And it's the sort of statement I don't want anyone to ever answer.

A comment about Moscow, and Moscow residents. Residents of Moscow have likely never experienced a Moscow that were not home to 10,000 people. And so I ask the question again.

Are these Moscow students? I say yes. However, both the statement and the city itself do both ways—and deeply at that.

Every August Moscow undergoes this wild (and sometimes ugly) metamorphosis into a larger, living, breathing thing.

Undoubtedly, there's a new sense of electricity in the air—excitement that shows with faster moving traffic and students screaming for no apparent reason.

I can lay awake at night—quite late, it seems to me—and listen to this overcrowding and engines revving in a way that leads me to believe old Mrs. Ferris isn't slowly leaving her boot of a Buick out of the driveway to slide slowly down the street in search of some ice cream to ease her dry throat.

The neighborhood's pretty black cat is out hunting somewhere, I'm sure, but I can no longer hear his bell twinkle in the clear night air.

It's well replaced by police sirens.

All laughter and screaming and screaming stops as if the sirens were a signal designed to send all of Moscow into silence. For a short time, the silence prevailed, then all at once, as chickens sometimes do, Moscow chirps alive again.

For away, a horn honks. Closer, tires screech, then laughter does too. I hope the cat didn't get run over.

Things are happening, the city is moving, business is picking up. Tax, healthy students, a huge number of walking them and riding bicycles, are traveling to and fro in a steady stream of fast-paced purpose.

Moscow needs that everyone now and again. I guess you could say Moscow is like a blooming green spring waking up after a long sleep.

Unfortunately, it's growing. You can see this tension hiding behind excitement. At Chater's, a crowd of returning students are mad and angry because there's not enough seats for comedy night.

Two or three more people might have tipped the balance and caused an all-out brawl. At least that was the impression I got.

In a department store, checkers are moving as fast as they possibly can, frantically punching keys while customers shift feet and fingers. In the mezzanine, one checker accepts 61 cents in change and puts it in her drawer without checking to see if it's her right person. If the lady against whom she was grudgingly the right person, who had to recount the entire bill. Another second or two and the line would have kept up a few dollar bills and sent the lady back to the counter. The police and fire scanner up here at the Argonaut haven't stopped talking since Wednesday of last week. Most of them

* See Change Page 16
Next generation healthier

Maybe it's just our house, but it seems like teenage boys have eaten their cereal in one gallon bowls, like Paul Bunyan's blue box, Babe. And so do all their visiting friends. Not that we mind it; I was just wondering if the same thing is happening in other homes across the country.

And it seems like they're a lot larger than their parents. The Flower Children who turned into the Me Generation, for all their frantic gathering up and hoarding of all the resources of our country, don't seem to have thrived well physically.

In fact, they may be the first generation of Americans in centuries to be smaller than their parents. It seems like they're smaller than both the generation in front and the generation in back of them. Since they're one of the wealthiest generations ever, with primary access to all the food sources of the world's most powerful nation, one might wonder why they turned out so diminutive.

I have a theory about it. I think that the human soul gets chilly when not tightly wrapped, and many members of this generation have developed very small souls, so their bodies had to stay small to accommodate them.

Those who collect funds for organizations like the Salvation Army and Goodwill can tell that those of the Me Generation now in thecatid seat, despite their lip service to Human Values, give less to charity than any other sector of our society, including the working poor.

It is comforting to see that their children, the generation growing up right now, have reacted violently to the Lilliputian ethical code of their parents. And their frames, correspondingly, have shot up and out to make room for hearts that, like that of the Grinch that stole Christmas, "grew four sizes that day!" A truly heartening situation.

Guest Commentary
Bill Fluegel
Crime bill wake-up call for Congress

Commentary
Brandon Nolta

In 1787, when the Constitution was first drafted, there were six major powers in the world. Although America wasn't really a power then, I'll include it so I can use this comparison. Of those six, we are the only nation that still uses the same form of government that we did in the eighteenth century. What's my point? Maybe we need to modify our system.

This last Friday, the Senate managed to pass the long-besieged crime bill by a squeaker vote of 61-38. The reason I smilingly call it a squeaker is that the Republicans only needed 41 votes to derail the bill, which President Clinton has been battling uphill on for months. Apparently Bob Dole didn't kill enough chickens for his pork-barrel voodoo chants this month.

My gripe with the system comes from the mouth of High Priest Dole himself. In being interviewed about the vote and the failed attempt of derailing it, the good Senate Minority Leader said, "I regret that I failed as the leader to keep our people together on this side of the aisle." He was referring to the fact that six Republicans aided the Democrats in stopping the GOP motion.

*SEE DOLE PAGE 16*
Activities Board
The Activities Board provides recognition for campus organizations and student clubs. The Board also awards funding based on an application and presentation system.

Student Issue Board
The Student Issue Board is primarily responsible for conducting ASUI elections. They also work closely with the ASUI Student and President to inform and educate students on pertinent issues.

Programs Board
The Programs Board is responsible for organizing and promoting events on campus. They also work closely with the Student Issue Board to ensure that events are well-organized and promote a positive campus atmosphere.

Union Board
The Union Board oversees all operations of the Student Union and works with the Student Union Director to establish long-term goals. The Board is also responsible for assignment of spaces in the new Student Union Organization Center.

Recreational Advisory Board
The Recreational Advisory Board is responsible for overseeing the Outdoor Program and Activity Center and the funding of all recreational clubs.

Academics Board
The Academics Board is responsible for overseeing the academic and scholarly activities of the campus. They work closely with the Student Union Organization Center and the Faculty Senate.

Communications Board
The Communications Board is responsible for promoting and maintaining the reputation of ASUI activities. They work closely with the Student Union Organization Center and the Faculty Senate.

Student Organization/Multicultural Center
The Student Organization/Multicultural Center is located in the basement of the Student Center. It is the place where students can meet and interact with others from different cultural backgrounds.

Lecture Notes
The Lecture Notes program provides opportunities for students to present their research findings to the ASUI community. These sessions are typically held once a week during the academic year. Students interested in participating should contact the ASUI Office for more information.
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ASUI Productions
The ASUI Program Board is responsible for producing a wide range of programs for the Student Union, including live music, entertainment, and events. The board oversees the programming, organizes events, and schedules a variety of events and programs throughout the year. Volunteer and paid positions are available.

Gem Yearbook
The Gem of the Mountain yearbook is published each year and is coordinated by a team of student editors. Information on staff positions can be obtained at the ASUI Office.

Student Organizations
Registration and funding assistance of student organizations is coordinated through the ASUI office on the main floor of the Student Union. Organization officers who register their groups receive access to meeting room facilities in the Student Union. A list of organized student organizations, along with the names of current officers, is available at the ASUI Office. Space in the Student Union Center is assigned on a yearly basis via application submitted to the Student Union Board.

KUOI-FM Radio
The student radio station is sponsored by ASUI. The station is staffed by students and broadcast throughout the year. Many volunteer and paid student positions are available.

Argonaut
The Argonaut is a twice-weekly student newspaper. It is sponsored by ASUI. The paper is edited by students and published each week. It is available online and in print.

Student Organizations
Regulation and funding assistance of student organizations is coordinated through the ASUI office on the main floor of the Student Union. Organization officers who register their groups receive access to meeting room facilities in the Student Union. A list of organized student organizations, along with the names of current officers, is available at the ASUI Office. Space in the Student Union Center is assigned on a yearly basis via application submitted to the Student Union Board.

ASUI Outdoor Program
Outdoor trips and related activities are planned by the Outdoor Program throughout the year. Excursions are offered to introduce newcomers to the skills needed to pursue outdoor activities. Activities include white water rafting, backpacking, rock climbing, and mountaineering. Students are encouraged to participate in these activities and to attend seminars. The program provides information on related topics and assists with preparing for and orienting to these outdoor activities.

International Friendship Association
The International Friendship Association (IFA) is a collaborative program initiated in July 1990 by the International Program Office (IPO) and the ASUI. The Coordinator works half-time from an office in the Student Union. The Coordinator reports to the ASUI Student Senate and the IPO Office on the status of student involvement in the IFA. The Coordinator oversees the Student International Activities program, which includes international activities and events. The IFA endeavors to create more awareness and interaction between persons from different cultures.

ASUI Outdoor Rental Center
ASUI Outdoor Rental Center is located in the Student Union. The center rent camping equipment, fishing equipment, and other outdoor equipment. A wide variety of equipment is available, including tents, sleeping bags, cooking equipment, and cycling gear. The center is open during the academic year.

ASUI Senate
The ASUI Senate is the executive branch of the Student Union. It is responsible for representing the interests of students at the University of Idaho. The Senate meets regularly to discuss issues and approve the budget for the Student Union. The Senate is composed of elected student representatives from each college and school at the University of Idaho.
DOLE
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Now, Bob is good at his job, which is looking after the interests of the good souls of Kansas. I must admit, I think Senator Dole is a smart man and well-qualified. However, when did it become the sole mission of the Minority Leader to totally block everything the administration in power does? Dole has created a divisive atmosphere in Congress, and as the man most likely to run against Clinton in 1996, he’d better wake up and smell the marijuana again.

It is good to disagree with authority, if you disagree with what authority says. It is good to bring up other options and possibilities. It is damn foolish to try and bring the wheels of the machine to a halt, unless you have something that works better. Just saying “This sucks” doesn’t cut it. If it did, Brutis and Butthead would run this nation.

The “us vs. them” mentality that Senator Dole espoused is no way to run a railroad. The fact that Dole is the most powerful Republican in office right now just makes things worse. Politics is a game for sheep and wolves, and Dole is an awfully big wolf. He will be followed by plenty of sheep and smaller wolves. Perhaps I’m mistaken, but it seems to me the reason behind a bipartisan system is that, in disagreeing, a compromise can be hammered out that treats all sides of an issue fairly, or at least more so than any thing one party would propose.

However, since I’m trying to deal with a political issue using common sense, I’m probably wrong. (One could extend this logically and say that’s why some countries have a two-party system. Unfortunately, that’s not quite true. The real reason some countries have multi-party systems is it’s marvellous fun to watch the players kick the crap out of each other.

Check out the UK’s House of Commons or Thailand’s parliament sometime. It’s better than rugby or Schwarzenegger flicks.) Quite simply, their attitudes need to change. There’s nothing wrong in disagreement; it’s the infighting that destroys a system of operation, and when it comes to Congress, we can’t afford that.

Think about it this way: the most important aspects of our lives, from who defends our borders to who distributes our money, are in the hands of men and women who have proven to be incapable of solving problems. (Some people might even attempt to blame the presidents for this.)

To make the point: It’s about time we started making them deal with things a little more maturely. We expect better behavior from kids and dogs, and they don’t even have to balance the family budget, much less the national one.

Demand better from your representatives. Let them know how you feel and what you expect. If you’re going to hand over your tax dollars, your privacy and perhaps your life to some yahoo you don’t even know, you should at least know if they’re qualified to handle the responsibility.

Keep it in mind next election day.

“Simplify, simplify.”

Henry David Thoreau

“Hey, that’s not a bad idea.”

AT&T

AT&T Universal MasterCard.

The credit, cash and calling card. All in one.
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Festival attracts half of campus population

Amy Hildenour
Staff Writer

There probably is not one person who has not heard of LollaPalousa 1994, unless they live in an igloo somewhere deep in the North of Canada.

In all, LollaPalousa was a successful event for UI. It came complete with information booths, novelty games, music and dancing.

Jan Abramson, ASUCI program advisor, said the attendance estimate came in around 5,500 to 6,000 people.

Abramson said the event was successful and involves anyone who attended to give feedback about the event to help planning for the future.

Shea Meehan coordinated most of the musical portion of LollaPalousa and said it went over quite well despite some minor problems.

Silkworm, one of the bands, did not show up to perform. On the positive side, there was something for nearly everyone to listen to. The music ranged from a ballad singer to blues and a man who makes music with cutlery.

Meehan also said LollaPalousa was very successful as an orientation for students and provided good entertainment throughout the evening. His suggestion for the future would be that food vendors find a way to stay throughout the entire evening. It was logistically difficult having booths and tables torn down while there were still performers on stage. Overall, Meehan felt the event was quite successful and brought the community and UI together to begin to form a better relationship between the two. Fortunately there was never a need to utilize the extensive police force that was present at this mammoth event.

Tami Cann, program advisor at the Alumni Office, said that New Student Traditions Night went over well within LollaPalousa. Cann said that it was especially great because the traditions reached a larger population, rather than just new students as it has in the past. This was a great opportunity to reaffirm the traditions of UI for returning students and also people within the community. It also was a great way to show people throughout the community and students alike that UI is a strong university, and this is due in part to the fact that it is one of the oldest in the Northwest.

Whether or not New Student Traditions Night will be a part of LollaPalousa in the future remains to be seen. Cann promises that the Alumni Center will continue to be involved in planning future LollaPalousas. Cann said that working on LollaPalousa gave staff from all over campus a chance to work together and work with people who they might not normally be in contact with.

Cann stated that this was a wonderful way for students to see each other after a two-month break from school and was also one of the first all-campus events of its size and kind.

Linda Davis, Greek advisor, gives credit for this event to the Gamma Committee for their ideas and innovation. At the end of the spring term, this committee developed the ideas for an all-campus event and from there LollaPalousa came about with help from many other groups on campus. Davis feels that the event was a huge success and she thoroughly enjoyed it — dancing the night away at the video dance party. According to Davis, there are plans to make LollaPalousa an annual event.

All in all, LollaPalousa will only get bigger and better with each coming year.
Market offers local food, crafts

Tristan Trollet
Staff Writer

It's easy to complain about the supposed disadvantages of living in a small town like Moscow can easily be discovered — even beyond the resources on campus — in Friends Square and adjacent parking lots Saturday mornings from 8 a.m. until noon, with some vendors staying even later if the crowd is large.

From the first weekend in May through the last weekend in October, the Farmer's Market offers residents, friends and visitors a perfect example of how special small communities can be. Seventeen years ago, the Moscow Food Co-op started the Farmer's Market with five local farmers who had a surplus of produce. After a few years, the market grew big enough to require the market to move behind the Moscow Community Center. As the market continued to expand, the Moscow Arts Commission was formed, and the market's large size to the city took it over — was handed over to a commission of members as a fund-raiser. The MAC began asking local musicians to participate, thereby increasing the market's size and popularity yet again. The market then moved to its present location.

Vicky Strand, Farmer's Market coordinator, says the market's policy is "homegrown, homemade," meaning that things being sold are not available in the immediate area. Recently, there have also been some concessions made for imported goods, which has caused some controversy among vendors. However, essentially everything is locally made or grown by 45 percent vendors and a number of vendors who check in early Saturday morning. There is only a 5 percent turn-over in vendors, it's participation.

Half of the $3,000 budget allocated the Farmer's Market toward weekly performances. Exceptions for out of town performers have been made, particularly when the Toucans are in town, Vaughn Strand.

The vendors expressed nothing but positive feedback about the market. David Skinner, of Clear Creek Organic Gardens between Colfax and Emmerson, has been selling his products at the market since 1978, when the event began. Standing behind tables displaying everything from cucumbers, peppers and garlic to walnuts and basil, Skinner said his business is a hard one, with long days sometimes意味 only four or five hours of sleep. "Either I really don't enjoy it, or I'm just not very smart," Skinner chuckles. John Maddox, of Fiddler's Ridge Farm, 17 miles north of Moscow, is pleased with his first year at the market. Besides herbs, bedding plants and turnips, Mr. Maddox also offers homemade soaps, an ingredient which is soap made from espresso.

"It takes odors away from the local talent, and the coffee grounds act like a compost. It really cleans your path," Mr. Maddox said. The market does not just offer produce, plants and food items, though. There are a large number of art and crafts vendors — selling sweaters, pottery, paintings and a variety of other creative items. One young woman artist who calls herself Fish Hip, is a graduated law student who first started selling her jewelry to help pay for school. This is her last year as a vendor, but her work seems to be dedicated mostly to her artistic possibilities. "On Friday nights, I turn on the blues, light some incense, crack open a beer and just create."

"It's a hobby, but it's also needed income," Rhonda Wittorf said of her homemade jewelry and watch bands. Wittorf said it's fun to be at the market, to talk with people about her craft, and "to boost your ego a little to hear people say they like it."

But the proof of the pudding is in the enthusiasm of the market-goers themselves — an attitude exemplified by one table of Farmers. Market veterans who responded to inquiries into their favorite parts of the market by naming basically everything about it.

"It would be a toss-up," said one man, "between the music and the crafts."

"And the art," someone chimed in. "And the food, of course," one woman laughed.

But the best thing, according to general consensus, is the atmosphere. The market's "ambiance." It's being with friends and family, leaving the housework and the dishes, turning the kids loose, getting some free time, doing the housework and the dishes, and the market is just one more morning. "There's a feeling of freedom and safety," one woman said. "And it would be a shame for anyone to miss it, just because she's not looking bad enough in what might be last written off as a boring small town."

Treaty Grounds

RESTAURANT AND BREWERY

WATCH THE BEER BEING MADE RIGHT BEFORE YOUR EYES!

- MICRO-BREWS
- HOT SANDWICHES
- GOURMET SANDWICHES
- STEAK, CHICKEN, SEAFOOD, PASTA
- KID'S MENU $2.50
- HAPPY HOUR 4-6 PM DAILY
- LUNCH AND DINNER SPECIALS

882-3807

IN FRONT OF THE PALOUSE EMPIRE MALL, MOSCOW

1/2 PRICE APPETIZER

WITH ANY OTHER PURCHASE OF $4.00 OR MORE
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER GROUP
UI looking for dancers

Meagan Macvle
Concerting Writer

The beginning of the semester typically frustrates the returning student and often overwhelms freshmen and transfer students. Long lines at registration, the moving of endless boxes of miscellaneous personal stuff and trying to figure out where all the new classes are located takes up the first few weeks of school. However, many groups hold try-outs and auditions during these initial stressful weeks. As either a new or returning student, you won't want to miss the chance to get involved and find a niche on the UI campus.

One group that often gets overlooked, the UI Dance Theater, will hold auditions September 1 at 1:30 p.m. Dances of all levels are welcome and encouraged to attend. Dance Theater provides an outlet to express creativity and maintain fitness.

As freshmen, don't miss the chance to make long lasting friends and develop leadership skills.

Both men and women will learn original choreography, lifts, and basic gymnastic stunts.

The Dance Theater program gives students the opportunity to perform on-stage for their peers, while learning the production skills necessary to make the performance possible.

Although the program requires a lot of hard work and dedication, Diane Walker, director of the UI Dance department said, "There are times you think you'll never make it, but you still look back on it as a fun and exciting experience."

If it's a theater performance you're after, the UI Dance Theater will provide it. However, if a stage isn't big enough, and the football field is more your size, try the UI Vandal Color Guard.

Under the direction of Elaina O'Brien, the color guard, also referred to as flag corps, adds vitality and visual excitement to the UI Vandal Marching Band.

The performance aspect, I think, is one of the most valuable aspects because you're performing in front of such a large group of people," said O'Brien.

"Besides," she said, "it's a really good workout." Practice for both the band and the color guard begins Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the Kibbie Dome.

Anyone interested in becoming a member of the color guard needs to show up at the Kibbie Dome Monday through Friday at 12:30 p.m. Scheduling problems can be solved, so don't use that as an excuse to let free travel, good times and $200 pass you by.

According to O'Brien, money is one reason to join the flag corps. "Flagging is one of the few fun activities that you actually get paid to do."

Two hundred dollars will be given to each member of the band and color guard who fulfills their semester obligations.

Not only can students earn money by joining the flag corps, but they can also earn up to three credits.

For more information, call O'Brien at 885-7921.

If waving a flag in front of thousands of people doesn't sound wild, wait until you meet the band members.

The band, without a doubt, contains the craziest people on the campus (located predominately in the tuba section).
Moscow Food Co-op sticks to roof of mouth

University students don’t realize that by buying in bulk, they can eat relatively well on a budget.

— Ed Clark

The #1 Selection is Pizza Perfection

TAX INCLUDED ON ALL PRICES

Open 11 AM Daily

It's BAAACK... Tuesday Pizzazz!

Every Tuesday order a LARGE Pizza

Pay for a small! With 2 Free Drinks!

WELCOME BACK!

HOMEMADE ICE CREAM

GREAT TASTING ESPRESSO

KAREN'S HOMEMADE ICE CREAM

519 S. Main St. • 882-9221

"Possibly The Best Ice Cream You'll Ever Taste!"
Classical pomposity not tough enough

Ethan Ehrlene
Conducting Winner

I understand your predicament. I was once faced with the same prob-

lem myself, believe it or not. No

matter how it feels, though, you

must believe that it is not as hard as

it seems — anyone can develop an

appreciation for classical music.

How does the average person

break in to this bizarre world of

composers, conductors, prodigies

and other such pomposity? It’s a

miracle that anybody can. I had to

give up musical school and spend thou-

sand of dollars of other people’s

money to obtain my precious under-

standing. Which brings me to my

point. Now you can start build-

ing your understanding free of

cost.

If you’ve been wanting to expand

your musical horizons beyond the

scope of grunge, this article is for

you. The following is a list of ten

recordings from the various stylistic

periods associated with classical

music that will help you decide

what sorts of serious music you

need to round out your CD collec-

tion.

The first selection comes from the

Renaissance, which was a golden

time for music. Because of the

developing sense of humanism,

music took its first small step

forward — toward a valid art form.

Music was still connected deeply to

the church, but composers were

experiencing an increasing amount

of creative freedom in their works.

An excellent recording of music

from this period is Palestrina’s

Masses. Benedettis 7 is on the

Gimmell label and recorded by the

Tallis Scholars under the direction

of Peter Phillips.

Music from the Baroque Period

(roughly 1600-1750) developed out

of the Renaissance, but differs from

it in some significant ways. It is

characterized by flowing melody

elements and constant, unbroken rhyth-

mic figures. Sections of pieces are

frequently contrasting. The music

of J.S. Bach is considered by most

to be consummate for this period

and The Brandenburg Concertos on

DG/C is an excellent choice. The

recording is conducted by

Geoffr and performed by Musica

Antiqua Koln. Also from this peri-

od are the keyboard sonatas of

Gasparo Scarlatti. Written in sim-

ple binary form, you can hear the

contrasting sections which are typi-

cal of Baroque music. Sonatas for

Keyboard: Essential on Nuova Era

performed by Alivini is an excellent

recording of Scarlatti’s music.

The music of the Classic period

(roughly 1750-1827) is very formal-

ized. A person attending a concert

in the 18th century would have

a good idea of what to expect from

the music based upon its genre

title. Composer Joseph Haydn was

a representative figure of the period.

Symphonies nos. 93, 95 on DGG

records is a fantastic first buy and

the music represents some of

Hayden’s best. The recording is

conducted by Abbado and per-

formed by the Chamber Orchestra

of Europe. The Classical period

just would not be fairly represented

if Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was

left out. The Complete Sonatas for

Piano on DGG records is a good

choice. Here, the confrontational

qualities of balance and symmetry

are readily apparent. The recording

is performed by Pfeifer.

There is an important shift in aeti-

istic preference that takes place as

we move on to the music of the

Romantic Era. No longer are the

qualities of balance, form and sym-

metry as central to the composition.

Now, expressiveness and emotional

content are really the ultimate con-

cern. Compare Franz Liszt’s Sonatas

for Piano & Piano Concertos with

the Mozart Sonatas and you can hear

the difference between the two sty-

listic periods. Also an excellent

acquisition is Overtures and Preludes

from various operas by Richard

Wagner, available on the Chanty

label. Wagner was one of the

most influential and prolific

composers of the period. It

becomes harder to ascribe a

given set of aesthetic traits and

qualities the further we move into

the contemporary stylistic period.

On one hand composers are free to

composers as they please, not restrict-

ed by convention or tradition. On

the other hand, composers frequent-

ly resort to older forms and apply

new techniques of organization.

Composer Bela Bartok was a major

musical figure of the early 20th cen-

tury and his Music for Strings,

Percussion, and Celesta is an excel-

lent example of music that has its

eyes in the older forms. This CD

is on the London label and is per-

formed by the Chicago Symphony

Orchestra under the direction of Sir

Georg Solti. Like Bartok, Igor

Stravinsky was a revolutionary

figure, his approach to rhythm

was unlike anything before.

It is always nice to hear the com-

poser conduct his own music and

CBS records has a nice recording

titled Strawinsky Conducts

Stravinsky that also includes one

of Strawinsky’s earlier works, “Petriko.” It is performed by the

Colombian Symphony Orchestra.

Valuable music is being written

today, although to talk to some peo-

ple you would think that it has been

a hundred years since anything of

any real significance was com-

posed. Pieces of great artistic and

cultural value are being composed

all the time. A perfect example of

this is the music of Frank Zappa.

On a CD simply titled Zappa, the

London Symphony Orchestra per-

forms an hour of serious (admitted-

ly a difficult word to use when

describing Frank Zappa) music

composed by the late Frank Zappa.

The music features some interesting

instrumentation and witty moments.

It was performed under the baton

of Kent Nagano and is available on

Rykodisc.
Griz, UI top of the Sky

1994 Football Preview

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA GRIZZLIES

Head coach: Don Craig
1993 record: 5-6 overall, 4-5 Big Sky
1993 lettermen lost: 32
Returning lettermen: 28
Returning starters: 13
Strengths

The Grizzlies will be led by a solid defense, which is expected to be one of the best in the conference. The defense will feature a strong secondary and a solid front seven. The offense will be led by a talented quarterback and a strong running back. The team is expected to have a successful season and be a serious contender for the Big Sky title.

Outlook

Montana will be one of the teams to watch in the Big Sky. However, the team will need to improve their performance on the road if they hope to win the championship. The team will have a tough schedule, with games against several top teams in the conference.

BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY BRONCOS

Head coach: Pokey Allen
1993 record: 3-8 overall, 1-6 Big Sky
1993 lettermen lost: 21
Returning lettermen: 27
Returning offensive starters: 8
Returning defensive starters: 7
Strengths

The Broncos will have a strong defense, led by a talented quarterback and a solid running back. The team will be expected to have a strong season and be a top contender for the Big Sky title.

Outlook

Boise State will be one of the teams to watch in the Big Sky. However, the team will need to improve their performance on the road if they hope to win the championship. The team will have a tough schedule, with games against several top teams in the conference.

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO VANDALS

Head coach: John L. Smith
1993 record: 11-3 overall, 5-2 Big Sky
1993 Lettermen lost: 13
Returning lettermen: 40
Returning offensive starters: 6
Returning defensive starters: 9
Strengths

John Madden's Vandals will have a strong defense, led by a talented quarterback and a solid running back. The team will be expected to have a strong season and be a top contender for the Big Sky title.

Outlook

The Vandals will be one of the teams to watch in the Big Sky. However, the team will need to improve their performance on the road if they hope to win the championship. The team will have a tough schedule, with games against several top teams in the conference.

EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY EWAGERS

Head coach: Mike Kramer
1993 record: 7-3 overall, 5-2 BSC
1993 Lettermen lost: 18
Returning lettermen: 32
Returning offensive starters: 7
Returning defensive starters: 7
Strengths

The Eagles will have a strong defense, led by a talented quarterback and a solid running back. The team will be expected to have a strong season and be a top contender for the Big Sky title.

Outlook

The Eagles will be one of the teams to watch in the Big Sky. However, the team will need to improve their performance on the road if they hope to win the championship. The team will have a tough schedule, with games against several top teams in the conference.

IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY BENGALS

Head coach: John L. Smith
1993 record: 11-3 overall, 5-2 Big Sky
1993 Lettermen lost: 13
Returning lettermen: 40
Returning offensive starters: 6
Returning defensive starters: 9
Strengths

The Bengals will have a strong defense, led by a talented quarterback and a solid running back. The team will be expected to have a strong season and be a top contender for the Big Sky title.

Outlook

The Bengals will be one of the teams to watch in the Big Sky. However, the team will need to improve their performance on the road if they hope to win the championship. The team will have a tough schedule, with games against several top teams in the conference.

Note: Theabove information is based on the information provided in the image. The specific details and dates may vary, but the general trend is consistent with the expected performance for each team in the Big Sky conference.
Vendal volleyball player Lina Yanchukova, a junior from Bulgaria, concentrates intently on the ball. Senior Brittany Van Heerbeke looks on in the background. The Vendors, Big Sky champions in 1993, look to win their third straight Big Sky crown. They open their season in Memorial Gym at the Salero Classic against Arkansas State. The Vendors will play Oklahoma later that day.

Moscow Moutain race Sept. 10

The Moscow Mountain Madness Run and Bike Race is right around the corner.

The race will take place on September 10. Entry forms are available at local bicycle and sporting goods stores. For more information, call Robyn Hammond at 332-1509 or 332-6979.

Volleyball league meets today

Moscow Parks and Recreation will have its Adult Volleyball League organizational meeting on August 31, 1994. It will be held at the Eggin Youth Center, 1515 East 2nd Street at 6:00 p.m.

All players and managers interested in joining should attend this mandatory meeting.

The season begins the week of September 12. Team fee is $160.00. Team registration is Wednesday, Sept. 7, 8:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.

Youth Flag Football

Youth Flag Football will be offered by Moscow Parks and Recreation for children in grades 3 through 6.

Fee is $14.75 for city residents and $15.75 for non-city residents. For more info, call 883-7085.

DOMINO’S PIZZA MENU

All our custom made pizzas include our Special Blend of Sauce and 100% Real Cheese. Quality... That’s Guaranteed!

CHOICE OF TOPPINGS:
Pepperoni, Ham, Sausage, Ground Beef, Bacon, Onions, Green Peppers, Fresh Mushrooms, Black Olives, Pineapple, Fresh Tomatoes, Jalapeno Peppers & Extra Cheese.

DOUBLE DEALS:
Order any second pizza of equal or lesser value and pay only: $6.00 Large $5.00 Medium $4.00 Small

BEST SELLERS:
EXTRAVAGANZA PIZZA FEAST - Onions, Green Peppers, Pepperoni, Ham, Sausage, Ground Beef, Black Olives, Fresh Mushrooms & Extra Cheese!

MEATZZA PIZZA FEAST - Pepperoni, Sausage, Ground Beef, Ham & Extra Cheese!

VEGI PIZZA FEAST - Onions, Green Peppers, Fresh Mushrooms, Black Olives, & Extra Cheese!

BACON CHEESE BURGER PIZZA FEAST - Ground Beef, Bacon & Extra Cheese!

HAWAIIAN PIZZA FEAST - Ham, Pineapple & Extra Cheese!

SIDE ORDERS:
- Domino’s Twisted Bread Sticks & Dipping Sauce
- Garden Fresh Salads. Single servings with choice of Ranch, Italian or 1000 Island dressing.
- Coke or Diet Coke. 12 oz cans or 2 liter bottles.
MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY BOBCATS

Head coach: Cliff Hysell
1993 record: 7-4 overall, 4-3 BSC
Lettermen lost: 21
Returning lettermen: 22
Returning offensive starters: 7
Returning defensive starters: 8

Strengths: The Bobcats return 15 starters from last year’s squad. One of them includes tailback Fred Moore, who finished last season with 1,095 yards rushing. Senior quarterback Brock Spencer returns at the helm. Spencer was a consistent performer in 1993, completing 56 percent of his passes for 1,429 yards, 12 touchdowns and 8 interceptions.

NAU NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIVERSITY LUMBERJACKS

Head coach: Steve Axman
1993 record: 7-4 overall, 3-4 BSC
Lettermen lost: 21
Returning lettermen: 18
Returning offensive starters: 8
Returning defensive starters: 7

Strengths: In 1993, Northern Arizona’s defense surrendered the fewest yards per game with 343.9. With them starters on defense coming back, those numbers are bound to remain consistent.

Weber State University Wildcats

Head coach: Dave Arslanian
1993 record: 7-4 overall, 4-3 BSC
Lettermen lost: 21
Returning lettermen: 31
Returning offensive starters: 11
Returning defensive starters: 5

Strengths: Weber State annually has a superb offense. Although they return only one starter, they seem to locate the right talent for their high-octane offense.

Bob Westervelt, a onetime starter for the Montana State Bobcats, will be acclaimed as the Wildcat attack.

Defensive back Bob Hitchcock is by far the best defensive player on WSU. He recorded 3 interceptions, had 99 tackles and registered 5 quarterback sacks. He will be counted on heavily once again.

Questions/Comments:

There are many puzzling questions that won’t be answered until some games are played. They lost the Big Sky’s third leading rusher Markeith Ross. Junior Von Robinson, who started four games last year, will handle the running duties. He gained 413 yards and scored 4 touchdowns in 1993.

The WSU defense will probably be less than adequate. Their lack of speed and athleticism. Three line backers were brought in from other schools to add some depth to the Wildcat defense.

Predicted order of finish:

1. Montana (10-1)
2. Idaho (9-2)
3. Montana State (7-4)
4. Arizona (6-5)
5. Boise State (5-6)
6. Eastern Washington (4-7)
7. Northern Arizona (2-8)
8. Idaho State (2-8)
Which way did it go?
The world's greatest athlete, Dan O'Brien, searches hopefully for his ball. Last Saturday, the second annual Dan O'Brien Golf Scramble was held at the University of Idaho Golf Course. Proceeds for the tournament went to the UI track and field program.

Track meeting
September 21

A men's track and field meeting will be on Wednesday, September 21 in the Kibbie Dome ($219A) at 7:00 p.m. for both new and old members of the team. Potential and returning athletes should see coach Mike Keller in the Kibbie Dome ($227), or call 885-0210 before attending the meeting.

Full track and field practice officially begins October 10, 1994. Physical examinations are required of all athletes on September 22 at the Kibbie Dome training room. See Barric Steele, UI trainer, before September 22 in order to complete the required paperwork.

Baseball tryouts
Sept. 7 - 9

Tryouts for the UI baseball club will be Sept. 7-9 at Guy Wicks Field from 3:30-5:30. For more information, contact Matt at 883-5509.

Soccer club wins 7-2

The UI soccer club competed against the Washington State International team Sunday afternoon and was victorious 7-2.

WSU struck first with an unassisted chip shot by Steve Williams.

Idaho retaliated when Jeff Standish scored with an assist from Adam Lewis.

WSU scored for the last time in the entire game on a William Massaia goal late in the first half.

The UI scored five unanswered goals in the second half. Jayson Trenzstrom, midfielder, scored twice and recorded one assist in the triumph.

The soccer club ended its summer season with a 4-2 record.
ToesdaEI, August 30, 1994

AUGUST UNIVERSITY.

IDAHO BOOKSTORE

Dave

David Miller

BOUND & GAGGED

Dana Summers

Mixed Media

Jack Ohman

TOM ARNOLD

SCHWARZENEGGER

I need you honored tonight! Dollars per month amount.

Summer replacements will rise.

1.

This Weeks Answers

Need School Supplies?

Check Out The Specials At The Bookstore This Week And Save Money!

This comic page is sponsored by the University of Idaho Bookstore. Read every week as we explore the worlds of Dave, Bound & Gagged and Mixed Media.
EMPLOYMENT - 400

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up to $2,000+mo. on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel. Seasonal & Full-Time employment available. No exp. necessary. For info, call 1-206-634-0468 ext.CS9051

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+ per month. Room and board! Transportation! Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call (206)645-4155 ext.AS9051

MOSCOW SCHOOL DISTRICT - SUBSTITUTE TUTORS NEEDED - Must hold valid teacher's credential. Contact individual school offices: Moscow High School, 402 E. Fifth St.; Jr. High School, 1410 E. "D" St.; Lena Whitmore Elem., 110 S. Blaine St.; McDonald Elem., 2323 E. "D" St., Russell Elem., 119 N. Adams St.; West Park Elem., 510 Home St. AAEOE

AVIATION
Private Pilot evening ground school starts September 12. Call Inter-State Aviation. (509)332-6596

CHILD CARE
St. Rose's Child Care Center has openings for both Preschool and Kindergarten. St. Rose's is a positive, Christian, child-centered program offered by the Ursuline Sisters here in Moscow. Call Sr. David Harts 882-4014 for more information.

Emmanuel Preschool has openings for 3 and 4 year-olds. MW/F or T/Th morning classes. Call 882-1463.

EQUESTRIAN
RIDING LESSONS. All ages, all skill levels. Our horses or yours. Call 334-3135 or 332-5533 for more information.

TRAVEL
Flights available daily throughout the Northwest. Hourly commuter flights - Pullman, Spokane, Seattle. "Great Savings" Call Inter-State Aviation for details. 509/332-6596 (Best savings based on groups of 3-5 people.)

WANTED - 600

I.F.A. NEEDS BICYCLES! The International Friendship Association needs bicycle donations. Must be in good working condition. Please help...critical needs for incoming international students. Call 885-7841.

ANNOUNCEMENTS - 800

DANCING
STUDENT COUNTRY NIGHT! Thursdays. Moscow Social Club Ballroom above Cadillac Jacks. 18+. $3.00 cover. Open 8:30p. (FREE)

Western Dance lessons 8:30m-9:30p) Duke Productions.

SERVICE - 500

Need music for your event? Call The D.J. College Dances, Weddings, Cruises. 882-8741 or 1-800-423-3545

Argonaut Classifieds Work For You!

SELF IMPROVEMENT

Test Prep Classes! Worried about taking the GRE or LSAT? Test preparation review classes offered in September will help you succeed. Call UI Enrollment Program at 208/885-6486.

Need Some Extra Cash? Call Argonaut Classifieds At 885-7825 Today! They Work For You!

collegiate crossword

Graphic Artist Needed!

If You Are
Looking For A
Fast Paced Job
And Like To
Work With
Computers
Apply At The
Argonaut Office
Today
Closing Date 9/2
If your name appears below, there is a copy of the 1993-94 Gem of the Mountains yearbook waiting for you on the third floor of the Student Union Building.

Office hours are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday thru Friday.
If you have any questions, call 885-6372.